
flag  
 
 
 
the giant Turkish flag on Besparmak 

Mountain resides not just in Cyprus but 

guinnessworldrecords.com eight football 

fields large you can actually see it from 

space!    it is 500m long & 

 

240m wide & 

initiatives to illuminate the 

sign of the pseudostate continue!    wind 

turbines & solar panels will conserve 

lots of power & light perimeter star 

 

& crescent right up!    "zeus" writes missing are 

buried there beneath that flag    "TC" YES 

ALL YOUR MISSING ARE HERE    adds man that flag 

there looks wicked don't it    can't wait for the 

lights what a blast what a sight it will be 

 



king  
 
 
 
you dysplasic despot you ruler of 

ruin    you blight me from the inside    your 

fiefdom of power has never diminished 

your law over life never died    what is 

it you see when you gaze from your garret 

 

upon your exhaustive preserve    the sun 

gleaming down on shadows that glitter    the 

moon beaming brightly on shoulders all bent 

at the nerve    what is it you feel when your 

vassal comes begging    her cells bleeding light- 

 

ly as snow    & pleading for mercy & 

asking for grace & asking why don't you 

know    down here your dominion appears like 

distress    a brain of brutish    a heart in 

in a mess    but still I forgive you    bless 

 

 

 



letter  
 
 
 
seventeen writing-tool amnesties    &  

cursive & block chirography under  

long-term & global ban    to scrawl in this  

manner means self-imposed danger    even  

kids cannot write in the sand    o the old 

 

thrill of penning a note!    the quickly-licked  

philatelic prize!    & o the pleasure  

of reading that note!    like eavesdropping with  

your eyes    a girl picks up an envelope 

addressed pre-censorship law    there is no  

 

box at the recipient's house so she  

pokes it under the door    & thus in a  

post-postal service world    delivery  

is achieved    & a letter is held in   

a person's hand   hand-written    hand-received 

 
 



question  
 
 
 
the first question hangs like an atom in 

space    & inside that question spin babies 

& blueberries    forests & farms    systems 

logistics & wars & works of art    it  

is a very good question    & the world 

 

replies in kind    prosperity prospers 

conquerors conquer    philosophy & 

folly succour & skew the mind    & should  

we could we & of course why not & some- 

where something gets quite forgot    so okay  

 

fast forward    the blueberries black-black    & 

dying dying    the babies all crying     

& the last question hangs like an atom   

in space    not like the first but somehow the  

same    & it rains & it rains & it rains     

 



zed  
 
 
 
the last zed was uttered like most uttered 

zeds    just after antepenultimate  

ex & penultimate wy had been said     

it was a Wednesday morning    the children 

were singing the ay-bee-cee song when the 

 

place was surrounded by hieroglyphs who 

shot all the litterae dead    they came in 

their millions over the borders filling 

the vowels & consonants with dread    & tongues 

that fluttered in twenty-six letters were  

 

driven to babble instead    we were told  

to relinquish the old alphabet we  

had loved & written & read    & on a  

normal Wednesday morning    the new order  

vanished forever the ultimate zed 

 


